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Deep understanding
vs shallow understanding

Shallow understanding, c. 1965

•

Responding (frequently) in
behaviorally-appropriate ways,
without really getting the overall
picture

Early example of AI system with
shallow understanding (1965)

Shallow understanding, c. 2014

Eugene Goostman, 2014

•

based on keyword matches,
etc

•

amusing but superficial

•

doesn't represent real
progress towards general
intelligence

Shallow understanding, c. 2019

•

GPT-2, allegedly "too dangerous to release"

•

fluent

•

even more amusing, still superficial

GPT-2

Often plausible for first few
sentences in a context of
surrealist fiction, where there
are no facts of the matter

Demonstrably poor in nonfiction,
where facts matter
[same is true of Eliza, Turing bots, etc]

prediction at the word-level
≠ prediction at the world-level

"Local coherence; global gibberish"
- Dan Brickley

"A growing body of
evidence shows that
state-of-the-art
models learn to exploit
spurious statistical
patterns in datasets...
instead of learning
meaning in the flexible
and generalizable way
that humans do."

Deep understanding
Deep understanding is being able to

•

construct an internal model of
what is said/depicted in a story/
article/movie/etc

•

perform everyday inferences
about what is left unsaid

There is no AI system
with deep understanding yet

Arguably the closest to deep understanding is ...
the oft-maligned CYC
•

Can make nuanced inferences about character
motivations, far more subtle than any deep
learning QA system I am aware of*

•

*But: system doesn't have a natural language
front-end (you can't just feed Romeo & Juliet in)

•

Relies on human experts to encode each problem

•

There are also serious issues of coverage, dealing
with uncertainty etc

•

Never been formally evaluated by the community

•

Not (yet) anything like a full-service, autonomous
understanding system

shallow prediction vs deeper parse

GPT-2 @
huggingface.co

How might we get to deeper understanding
Two ways of thinking about the path forward
a. in terms of what machinery might be needed
b. in terms of what signposts might we create along the way

What I wish we could do today

What we will actually do today, at best

Computational prerequisites
for deep understanding

Summary of Rebooting AI's proposed recipe
for achieving deep understanding

Possible minimal requirement
for deep understanding
•

mechanisms for operating over abstractions

•

mechanisms for physical reasoning

•

mechanisms for psychological reasoning

•

mechanisms for temporal reasoning

•

a large body of common knowledge

•

machinery for acquiring additional knowledge

•

(general intelligence a la Chollet?)

Benchmarks as a way forward?

1. Benchmarks don't encourage
out-of-the-box-thinking

"One big challenge the community faces
is that if you want to get a paper
published in machine learning now it's got
to have a table in it, with all these diﬀerent
data sets across the top, and all these
diﬀerent methods along the side, and your
method has to look like the best one. If it
doesn’t look like that, it’s hard to get
published. I don't think that's encouraging
people to think about radically new ideas."
-- Geoﬀ Hinton, 2018 interview with Wired

2. Benchmarks are often easily gamed
"A machine learning system
can score well on a given test
set by relying on heuristics
that are effective for frequent
example types but break down
in more challenging cases."

The problem is that I believe that what will happen is that you will simply wind up spawning a whole
host of new and ultra-clever brute-force techniques to solve the "Winograd Challenge" without
solving the problem of understanding whatsoever. .... Getting people to spend huge amounts of
time on just one kind of challenge is not going to be helpful. In fact, I fear it will be
counterproductive, because I don't think that anyone who will be moved to tackle this particular
challenge is likely to take up the deeper and more general challenge of what language
understanding really is. People are daunted by that, as well they should be, and no one is going to
be motivated by a prize to suddenly tackle that gigantic challenge. Instead, very smart engineering
types are going to be motivated to seek clever tricks that will allow computers to solve this very
narrow type of linguistic disambiguation problem with a high degree of accuracy.
Douglas Hofstadter, email of February 5, 2011 to Ernie Davis

which relates to The Kaggle Effect

Chollet 2019

3. Good benchmarks take a lot of of time to develop

• Benchmarks take time to develop
• The specific idea we will introduce today is only about a month into
development (talk invite came last week)

• new benchmark certainly not finalized yet, let alone adversarially vetted

4. Benchmarks are prepackaged; human experience rarely is

Life is not a Kaggle competition.

5. We shouldn't expect any single benchmark to suffice
"There is no one way the mind works,
because the mind is not one thing.
Instead, the mind has parts, and the
diﬀerent parts of the mind operate in
diﬀerent ways: Seeing a color works
diﬀerently than planning a vacation,
which works diﬀerently than
understanding a sentence, moving a
limb, remembering a fact, or feeling
an emotion."

•
•

Intelligence is clearly multidimensional
Deep understanding involves many facets
of intelligence

Common Sense

Perception

Planning

Analogy

-- Chazz Firestone and Brian Scholl
Language

Reasoning

Advice to Young Scholars
• Don't wait for the field to make you a formal, Kaggle-ready benchmark.

Notice a dataset, or even just a question, and create your own challenges.

• Don't just look to what the ML community has published
• Example: there's plenty of extant data in the form of experiments in

fields like psychology and psycholinguistics that is ripe for exploration.

• And plenty of work suggesting other challenges that could be developed
• And don't forget that children rarely get their data in neatly packaged
form.

Related Aside: Twitter's rumors to the
contrary, this is hardly the first time I have
presented a specific challenge to the field

Children's Overregularization Errors
•

1992

•

widely modeled throughout the 1990s

•

debate simmered down, still AFAIK no
model that really captures all of the
longitudinal and lexical data we
presented

•

not packaged as a benchmark with a
pre-made corpus, but kids aren't given
a pre-made corpus, either

Marcus et al (1999, Science)
•

la ti ti, ga na na, etc

•

test trials consisted of all new
vocabulary, using new set of phonemes

•

some with same grammar, some with
diﬀerent grammar

• 2 min habituation,

followed by test string

• looking times as a

measure of attention

•

•

eg wo fe fe [ABB} vs wo wo fe [AAB]

•

infants looked longer to items
following new grammar

abstraction naturally described in terms
of operations over variables, not so easily
captured by traditional neural nets

Infant rule learning
•

many models were proposed in 1999

•

reviewed most in 2001

•

still an area of active research, even in 2019

•

also many follow up experiments, extensions to
younger children etc

•

not published in ML journals, but key paper was
published in Science, reviewed in The Algebraic Mind

•

Highly relevant to ML, and an example of out-ofcore-discipline work that could strengthen ML

Adult generalization of
inflection to foreign phonemes
•

Series of papers with Iris Berent around 2002

•

Ongoing focus, eg work by Joe Pater later year

•

Not well-known in ML community, fairly wellknown among those following computational
models of linguistics

•

Not framed as a Kaggle set, but not captured
by current language models

All these are examples of free generalization of
universally quantified one-to-one-mappings [UQOTOMs]
A rose is a rose
A tulip is a tulip
A lilac is a lilac
_____
A lily is a ____

0110 - > 0110
1100 -> 1100
1010 -> 1010
_____
1111 -> ____

la ta ta
ga na na
_____
wo fe wo
vs wo fe fe

Marcus et al, 1999, Science
w 7-month-olds
later replicated (inter alia) by Gervain et al, 2012
w newborns

"multilayer perceptron[s] cannot generalize [a certain class of universally
quantified function] outside the training space. .. In some cases it appears that
humans can freely generalize from restricted data, [in these cases a certain
class of] multilayer perceptions that are trained by back-propagation are
inappropriate” - Marcus, 2001

Even today there are challenges in learning UQOTMS
in systems that lack operations over variables
Language

Number

•

Lake and Baroni (2018)

•

Evans & Greﬀenstette (2018)

Adding 1+1+1...1 where number
of 1's > 6 [successor function,
where each n has a unique
output)

•

[Saxton et al 2019]

Only now is the importance of this issue started to
become recognized

Turing Olympics
•

2015 AAAI session

•

2016 special issue of AI magazine,
"Beyond the Turing Test". coedited with
Rossi and Veloso

•

About 7 diﬀerent challenges proposed

•

comprehension

•

social cognition

•

"Ikea"-like assembly, etc

•

Only two (Winograd Schema Challenge,
and grade school science exams) have
been addressed in the literature

•

Lots of stuﬀ there still worth working on

Comprehension challenge

•

first proposed 2014 in The New Yorker

•

need for something like this still seems urgent, for the same reasons: we have
systems that produce fluent prose but lack deep understanding

quick recap
•

•

In my view, all of those are leads still worth pursuing

•

I am a cognitive scientist and wasn't raised as ML person, but I have
certainly given a lot of hints

•

If I had infinite free time - or any free time - I might pursue them

•

Would be happy to advise anyone who wishes to develop any of them
further

For today, we will focus on a new suggestion, because we think it fits
especially closely with the where the field is stuck right now....

Toward a benchmark for
Dynamic Understanding
as a step towards AI with deeper understanding

Goal
A benchmark or a set of benchmarks that requires an agent to

•

develop internal models about what is happening in a some text (or
video, etc)

•

accumulate and update information over time

•

make everyday inferences about what is happening

Distinguished from static understanding
•

•

Static understanding: conventional knowledge about what happens in general/generic/
ordinary circumstances

•

knives are for cutting

•

waters turns to ice when left inside a freezer

We anticipated that current transformer-based systems would be able to capture

•

some degree of static understanding-highly dependents on species of corpus, in a
piecemeal fashion

•

very little dynamic understanding

Some Caveats
•

We are not claiming that our task is suﬃcient to capture all aspects of NLU

•

We are not claiming that our task is the only way to improve NLU benchmarks

•

•

Lot of good other ideas out there, too, like the HANS entailment task, the
notion of using humans in an adversarial loop, Yejin Choi lab work on
counterfactuals and commonsense, etc

•

We don't expect any single task to suﬃce

We do think that too few existing tasks look directly at dynamic understanding

Thus far, we have devised 6 subtasks
•

Two for static understanding

•

Four for dynamic understanding

•

The six tasks are illustrative not exhaustive

•

they give a flavor of the questions in the ultimate benchmark

•

but we don't want people to train to the specific tasks

•

the benchmark itself may dynamically evolve

•

we welcome further suggestions of similar flavor.

Static task 1: Conventional Knowledge

•

Task 1 - Conventional Knowledge: Tests understanding of everyday
factual knowledge

•

Q: The part of a fish that gives its body rigidity is _____

•

A (Common acceptable answers): spine, skeleton

Static task 2: Definitions
•

Task 2 - Definitions: Assesses knowledge of definitions of common concepts;
nothing too technical for the average person here

•

Q: When the moon blocks the sun we call it a(n) _____

•

A: eclipse

Dynamic Task 1: Transformations
•

Task 3 - Transformations: Tests understanding of processes and actions that
are either plausible or implausible

•

Q: Making a salad out of a polyester shirt would be _____

•

A: Implausible {Impossible/Hard, etc]

Dynamic Task 2: Atypical Consequences

•

Task 4 - Atypical Consequences: What happens when something unusual
happens?

•

Q: If you pour a cup of ice into a roaring campfire, it is likely to _____

•

A: Melt, Sublimate

Dynamic Task 3: Entity Tracking
•

Task 5 - Entity Tracking: A bunch of people or animals or objects that are
identifiable do something, and reader must keep track

•

Q: An accountant, a lawyer, and a banker walk into a room; the lawyer and
banker leave. the person who is left is the _____

•

A: accountant

Dynamic Task 4: Quantity Tracking
•

Task 6 - Quantity Tracking: Some quantifiable number of entities are described,
in some sort of context, and some action takes place that changes the number of
entities

•

Q: A little girl has five balloons. One pops, leaving

•

A: Four

Pilot

•

We asked (via twitter @garymarcus) for volunteers to write questions

•

In each category we had over forty submissions

•

thank you!

Setup
•

Data: Collected ~40 Q/A pairs per task (after removing instances containing
errors), via crowdsourcing; volunteers were given one example of each task.

•

Most of the questions were well-formed (grammatical, interpretable, etc,
with clearly defined answers that should be known to any ordinary
Western adult)

•

We also received some useful feedback from the community (eg. it
would be good to develop a version that was not reliant on culturallyspecific knowledge; we agree)

•

Task: The goal for each task is for the model to predict the answer correctly; see
subsequent slide

•

Models: 5 recent language models, 4 similar to GPT-2; BERT.

•

All code and models using Transformers by HuggingFace
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

Conditional Language Generation Models
•

OpenAI GPT( 12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, ~110M parameters, 0.96 petaflop
days, Books Corpus): Improving Language Understanding by Generative PreTraining by Alec Radford, Karthik Narasimhan, Tim Salimans and Ilya Sutskever

•

Transformers-XL (18-layer, 1024-hidden, 16-heads, ~257M parameters,
WikiText-103+English Wikipedia+Text8+1B Word+Penn Tree Bank): Transformer-XL:
Attentive Language Models Beyond a Fixed-Length Context by Zihang Dai*, Zhilin
Yang*, Yiming Yang, Jaime Carbonell, Quoc V. Le, Ruslan Salakhutdinov

•

XL-Net (24-layer, 1024-hidden, 16-heads, ~340M parameters, US$256K to train*,
>100 GB using 32.9 Billion subword pieces from Common
Crawl+ClueWeb2012b+Giga5+English Wikipedia+Books Corpus): XLNet:
Generalized Autoregressive Pretraining for Language Understanding by Zhilin Yang*,
Zihang Dai*, Yiming Yang, Jaime Carbonell, Ruslan Salakhutdinov, Quoc V. Le

•

GPT-2 (48-layer, 1600-hidden, 25-heads, ~1558M parameters, US$256 per hour*, 8
Million webpages): Language Models are Unsupervised Multitask Learners by Alec
Radford*, Jeﬀrey Wu*, Rewon Child, David Luan, Dario Amodei** and Ilya Sutskever**
*Estimated trained costs per Synced Review https://syncedreview.com/2019/06/27/the-staggering-cost-of-training-sota-ai-models/
54

[MASK]ed Language Models

•

Bert (24-layer, 1024-hidden, 16-heads, 340M parameters,
US$6,912*, 13GB consisting of Books Corpus+English
Wikipedia): Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for
Language Understanding by Jacob Devlin, Ming-Wei Chang,
Kenton Lee and Kristina Toutanova.

*All model costs are extracted from the following Synced Review article https://syncedreview.com/2019/06/27/the-staggering-cost-of-training-sota-ai-models/

Future Evaluations: Recurrent Entity networks
Tracking the World State with Recurrent Entity Networks,
Mikael Henaﬀ, Jason Weston, Arthur Szlam, Antoine Bordes, Yann LeCun (ICLR 2017)

•

Successor to Facebook's Memory Networks.

•

Work-in-progress

•

But note: Geared towards very specialized bAbI tasks, which would
require us to map each of our instances to their equivalent bAbI task, so
not a perfect fit

Procedure
Conditional language models, such as GPT-2.

•
•

We provided a text & elicit a continuation.

•

We did some hand-cleaning of data to credit model for correct answers not
anticipated by crowdsources

We allowed the model to output 10 words and if any of the words match the answer
it was considered correct

Masked language models, such as BERT.

• We provided some text and compute predictions for a single masked word.
• We alter the query to help BERT understand the desired output's modality
(e.g. add pronoun or qualifier, reformulate as question or statement, ...).

• Sample top-5 answers from output layer.

Summary of Tasks
•

Task 1 - Conventional Knowledge: Tests understanding of
everyday factual knowledge

•

Task 2 - Definitions: Assesses knowledge of definitions of common
concepts; nothing too technical for the average person here

•

Task 3 - Transformations: Tests understanding of processes and
actions that are either plausible or implausible

•

Task 4 - Atypical Consequences: What happens when something
unusual happens?

•

Task 5 - Entity Tracking: A bunch of people or animals or objects
that are identifiable do something, and reader must keep track

•

Task 6 - Quantity Tracking: Some quantifiable number of entities
are described, in some sort of context, and some action takes place
that changes the number of entities

Pilot results

Overall Performance
Conditional Language Generation

Masked
Words

Model

GPT

Transformer-XL

XL-Net

GPT-2

BERT
Top 1

T1-Conventional
Knowledge

5.5%

5.2%

14.2%

13.5%

35.5%

T2-Definitions

8.3%

5.4%

8.3%

38.23%

26.5%

T3Transformations

2.9%

24.2%

11.7%

14.2%

45.5%

T4-Atypical
Consequences

24.2%

6.6%

14.2%

21.8%

46.4%

T5-Entity
Tracking

8.3%

6.6%

26%

18.7%

36.7%

T6-Quantity
Tracking

0%

0%

8.8%

17.6%

16.7%

Average
Accuracy

8.2%

8%

13.8%

20.6%

34.5%

Sample Results
(Task 1 - Conventional Knowledge)
•

Q: When playing the first move on a blank tic-tac-toe
board, the total number of possible move options is _____
A: 9, Nine

•

GPT: Four

•

Transformers-XL: reported to be about 50

•

XL-NET: 0.2

•

GPT-2: ten

•

Correct

BERT: Zero

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 1 - Conventional Knowledge)
•

Q: The colour of the sky is ________
A: blue

•

GPT: a deep crimson

•

Transformers-XL: Navy

•

XL-NET: the same colour of the colour of the sea

•

GPT-2: a sign that the sun has risen or set

•

BERT: Blue

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 1 - Conventional Knowledge)
•

Q: The force that keeps people on the surface of the
Earth is ______
A: gravity

•

GPT: also proportional to the energy of the moon.

•

Transformers-XL: called homeothermy

•

XL-NET: gravitational attraction

•

GPT-2: mostly buoyancy
Correct

•

BERT: Evil

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: The food group that an apple belongs to is called ___
A: fruit

•

GPT: meats and fruits

•

Transformers-XL: naturally ripe fruit varieties

•

XL-NET: Fruit

•

GPT-2: its ripeness level. Being on the right side

•

BERT: Fruit

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: When a piece of land is completely surrounded by
water, we call it a(n) _____
A: island

•

GPT: land of water

•

Transformers-XL: On the east end is the Tree of Life

•

XL-NET: in-a-round

•

GPT-2: the number of "wasps" within
Correct

•

BERT: Lake

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: Waiting at the airport between flights is called a(n) _____
A: layover

•

GPT: flight

•

Transformers-XL: the pram. These flights take oﬀ at 3

•

XL-NET: Home

•

GPT-2: a complimentary mid-flight lounging area

•

BERT: Delay

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: A soft piece of furniture that people sit on in their
living rooms is often called a ______
A: sofa

•

GPT: dining table

•

Transformers-XL: butcher's lawn

•

XL-NET: treadmill

•

GPT-2: sofa
Correct

•

BERT: sofa

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: When the lightning strikes, we hear a _______
A: thunder

•

GPT: loud crack of thunder

•

Transformers-XL: voice

•

XL-NET: quick crack noise

•

GPT-2: series of thunderclaps

•

BERT: noise

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: A large area covered by fresh water is called a ____
A: lake

•

GPT: Pond

•

Transformers-XL: pond

•

XL-NET: comparatively impoverished area in Asian and African
countries

•

GPT-2: lagoon. Large lakes
Correct

•

BERT: Lake

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 2 - Definitions)
•

Q: When I fall asleep for a short while we call it a(n)____
A: nap

•

GPT: Sex life.

•

Transformers-XL: dream

•

XL-NET: a(n) a(n)

•

GPT-2: day

•

BERT: night

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 3 - Transformations)
•

Q: Putting ice cream on a banana would be ______
A: plausible

•

GPT: Nice

•

Transformers-XL: dangerous

•

XL-NET: pretty good

•

GPT-2: Nice

•

BERT: Fun

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 3 - Transformations)
•

Q: To laugh out loud at a funeral would be _____
A: Inappropriate

•

GPT: very unrealistic

•

Transformers-XL: seen as a violation of morals

•

XL-NET: roaring with laughter at an event where everyone was sad

•

GPT-2: having dinner with some people who were strongly
oﬀended by you

•

BERT: cruel

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 3 - Transformations)
•

Q: Juggling balls without wearing a hat would be ___
A: Plausible

•

GPT: absolutely gross.

•

Transformers-XL: inappropriate

•

XL-NET: fun

•

GPT-2: easier with my homemade shield

•

BERT: fun

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 3 - Transformations)
•

Q: Eating a metal spoon would be _____
A: Implausible

•

GPT: normal behavior

•

Transformers-XL: dangerous enough

•

XL-NET: extremely inconvenient

•

GPT-2: fine

•

BERT: hard

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 3 - Transformations)
•

Q: Unscrambling an egg would be _____
A: Implausible

•

GPT: very hard indeed

•

Transformers-XL: double

•

XL-NET: hard enough without a pro

•

GPT-2: even more tedious

•

BERT: impossible

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 4 - Atypical Consequences)
•

Q: If an adult sits on an empty cardboard box, it is likely
to ___
A: collapse

•

GPT: be escorted away, be left in peace.

•

Transformers-XL: be coated by a layer of sun water

•

XL-NET: be leftover cereal

•

GPT-2: be overweight
Correct

•

BERT: collapse

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 4 - A typical Consequences)
•

Q: If you throw a dog into the sun, it is likely to ____
A: die

•

GPT: surface a few minutes later

•

Transformers-XL: kill you

•

XL-NET: stand up and run away.

•

GPT-2: die

•

BERT: die

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 4 - Atypical Consequences)
•

Q: If you drop a feather on the moon, it will _____
A: drop straight down to the surface

•

GPT: fall down

•

Transformers-XL: actually yield a crown like a baby rhinoceros

•

XL-NET: appear as a star or a cloud on the night

•

GPT-2: fall back

•

BERT: disappear

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 4 - A typical Consequences)
•

Q: When you put a plant into a freezer for a long time it
will ______
A: freeze, die

•

GPT: freeze and burst into the air.

•

Transformers-XL: explode

•

XL-NET: slowly grow as it is forced to cool down

•

GPT-2: lose some of its moisture
Correct

•

BERT: freeze

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 5 - Entity Tracking)
•

Q: elephant, mammoth and Mastodon are similar large
mammals. Mammoth and Mastodon have become extinct.
The living one is the _____
A: elephant

•

GPT: Elephant

•

Transformers-XL: largest ungulate ever seen. The extinct mastodon

•

XL-NET: elephant

•

GPT-2: Brown Bear

•

BERT Elephant

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 5 - Entity Tracking)
•

Q: A policeman, a police dog, and a pilot enter a plane; the
policeman and police dog leave. The person who is left is
the, _____
A: pilot

•

GPT: pilot

•

Transformers-XL: doctor

•

XL-NET: pilot

•

GPT-2: pilot

•

BERT: pilot

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 5 - Entity Tracking)
•

Q: There are three items on my desk. A pair of scissors, a
pen and a pencil. After putting away the scissors and the
pencil, the only thing left is the, _____
A: pen

•

GPT: business card

•

Transformers-XL: aircraft

•

XL-NET: paper

•

GPT-2: Pen

•

BERT: Pen

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 5 - Entity Tracking)
•

Q: An astronaut, a technician, and a journalist walk onto a
launchpad; the technician helps the astronaut get inside a
rocket; the technician and journalist leave; the rocket launches
successfully. The person who is left is ______
A: nobody

•

GPT: the astronaut

•

Transformers-XL: the astronaut's experience

•

XL-NET: a scientist

•

GPT-2: the astronaut

•

BERT: Nobody

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 5 - Entity Tracking)
•

Q: Yesterday I dropped my clothes oﬀ at the dry cleaners
and have yet to pick them up. Where are my clothes?
A: at the dry cleaners

•

GPT: i look around, not seeing anything

•

Transformers-XL: I left a cup of coﬀee

•

XL-NET: ?!?!?!

•

GPT-2: at my mom's house

•

Correct

BERT: Closet

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 6-Quantity Tracking)
•

Q: A jury selection process draws 50 potential jurors. 38
potential jurors are released, resulting in a jury of ___
A: twelve

•

GPT: 150

•

Transformers-XL: 63

•

XL-NET: 63

•

GPT-2: 9
Correct

•

BERT: five

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 6-Quantity Tracking)
•

Q: There are six frogs on a log. Two leave, but three
join. The number of frogs on the log is now ____
A: seven

•

GPT: seventeen

•

Transformers-XL: 36

•

XL-NET: nine

•

GPT-2: eight
Correct

•

BERT: six

Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 6-Quantity Tracking)
•

Q: I cut a pizza into twelve slices. Fred took two slices, and I
took twice as many slices as Fred. The number of pizza
slices left are _____
A: six

•

GPT: seven

•

Transformers-XL: total of six

•

XL-NET: diﬀerent

•

GPT-2: 30

•

BERT: six

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

Sample Results
(Task 6-Quantity Tracking)
•

Q: Two minutes remained until the end of the test. 60
seconds passed, leaving how many minutes until the end of
the test?
A: one minute

•

GPT: five minutes

•

Transformers-XL: 75 seconds

•

XL-NET: Kana Oka based the testing above on a standardized

•

GPT-2: Your guess is as good as mine

•

BERT: two

Correct
Questionable (counted as correct)
Incorrect

A few observations about the
models

•

Large-scale language models do a good job of figuring the topic under conversation,
and what the plausible set of masked words/continuations might be given the input
context

•

But a poor job of reasoning about which specific response is the right one

This comes through looking at distribution of
BERT's Answers
•

Q: If you drop a feather on the moon, it will _____
A: drop straight down to the surface

6.6%
melt

•

GPT: fall down

•

Transformers-XL: actually yield a crown like a baby rhinoceros

•

XL-NET: appear as a star or a cloud on the night

•

GPT-2: fall back

•

10.1%
disappear

6.3%
burn
3.8%
die
3.6%
fly

BERT: disappear
System "gets" we are looking for a change
of state, doesn't get the specific state.

•

Q: Yesterday I dropped my clothes oﬀ at the dry cleaners
and have yet to pick them up. Where are my clothes?
A: at the dry cleaners

•

GPT: i look around, not seeing anything

•

Transformers-XL: I left a cup of coﬀee

•

XL-NET: ?!?!?!

•

GPT-2: at my mom's house

•

71.4%
closet
10.2%
home
1.3%
work
1.3%
fault

BERT: Closet
System "gets" we are looking for a
location of state, doesn't get which.

1.1%
school

BERT - Insufficient sensitivity to fine-grained semantics
Eating rocks is [MASK].

Eating apples is [MASK].

19.5%

forbidden

21.0% forbidden

16.0%

prohibited

11.7% prohibited

6.3%

illegal

4.6%

illegal

3.6%

dangerous

2.9%

popular

3.1%

common

2.7%

common

BERT -- Insufficient sensitivity to negation
Is it a good idea to pour coﬀee beans
into your cereal? [MASK].

Is it a bad idea to pour coﬀee beans
into your cereal? [MASK].

58.3%

No

61.6%

No

7.3%

Yes

6.0%

Yes

2.0%

Good

1.9%

Yeah

2.0%

Yeah

1.6%

Good

1.2%

Maybe

1.2%

Maybe

BERT -- unexpectedly large influence of punctuation
The force that keeps people on the
surface of the Earth is [MASK]

The force that keeps people on the
surface of the Earth is [MASK] .

61.1%

.

6.2%

evil

20.4%

;

3.9%

immense

13.3%

!

3.5%

enormous

3.5%

?

2.6%

powerful

0.5%

...

1.7%

chaos

Open question

•

Could these encodings feed a more robust reasoning system?

•

Or does one need a diﬀerent way of deriving underlying cognitive models (perhaps
more explicitly represented) in order to feed reasoning?

Should we give credit to Top5?
Masked Words
Model

BERT
Top 1

BERT
Top 5

T1-Conventional
Knowledge

35.5%

64.5%

T2-Definitions

26.5%

52.9%

T3Transformations

45.5%

87.9%

T4-Atypical
Consequences

46.4%

75.0%

T5-Entity
Tracking

36.7%

70.0%

T6-Quantity
Tracking

16.7%

36.7%

Average
Accuracy

34.5%

64.5%

•

BERT does a lot better if you give credit to the
top 5 answers.

•

But should we?

•

Imagine a calculator that gives you a
distribution for 2+2 in which the correct answer
is in the distribution but not the maximum,
e.g. [1 = .12, 2 = .28, 3 = .15, 4 = .25, 5 = .2]

•
•

Credit for top 5 make sense for a human-inloop apps like Image Search; in reasoning and
math perhaps less so.

Even if we are more charitable, BERT would still
only be at 64.5%, so plenty of headroom left to
explore

Next steps

Improvements, Future Directions and Expanding Scope
•

Define meaningful metrics and scoring functions

•

Word level: syntax, synonyms and semantics

•

Sentence level: understanding context, coreferences and flow

•

Dialog/multiple sentences: carrying over the state and building a larger context

•

More tasks: comparison, state changes, causal relationships, spatial and temporal relations reasoning

•

More variations of the 6 core tasks, not all announced, but in same spirit, in order to minimize teaching to the test.

•
•

VQA version: watch clip, or a set of ordered images, and make guesses about what happens next

•
•

Briefly described scenarios, readily understood by ordinary people, demanding some understanding of how events
unfold over time

Example: see window, see hammer strike window, guess consequence

Situated agents version (with Silvio Savarese lab)

•

See robot in simulated environment, be told what robot will do, anticipate consequence.

Recap

Deep understanding is hard
•

We shouldn't confuse progress on superficial understanding for real progress on deep
understanding.

•

ELIZA showed superficial understanding in 1965; it's underlying techniques did not
prove useful for deep understanding. Ditto for many other chatbots.

•

Expecting deep understanding to emerge from larger data sets without serious
architectural innovation may not be realistic

•

We may need to a lay a lot of groundwork first

•
•

Richer knowledge bases

•

Operations over variables to manipulate tree structures (Smolensky's talk may give
some insights)

Richer representational formats (eg tree structures, which are still marginal in deep
learning community)

Pilot Benchmark
•

One important facet of deep understanding is dynamic understanding building models of unfolding events

•

We have introduced (but not completed!) a pilot

•

Preliminary results show that it is viable to create items that are easy for
humans but challenging for current large-scale language models

•

Our hope is that a more formalized version of the task can help move the
field forward

•

We would love help; email is Gary at the name of the company we are at

Robust.AI
•

My co-authors and I are
all at Robust.AI

•

Benchmarks are not our
main mission, but we
hope this serves the
community

•

Mainly we build software
for robots

Robust.AI
•
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all at Robust.AI

•
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hope this serves the
community

•
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